Range Image Registration Preserving Local Structures of Object Surfaces
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Abstract

We propose a registration method for range images that preserves local structures of object surfaces. The method introduces shape patterns and a skewness of correspondences, both of which are extracted from the local surface nearby a point of interest in each image. The shape patterns are used to eliminate false corresponding pairs of surfaces, while the skewness is used to estimate the transformation that relates the coordinates between different range images. These two features enable us to estimate the transformation that preserves local structures of object surfaces.

1. Introduction

Automatic 3D model acquisition of the real world object is important for many applications in CAD/CAM, CG, etc. For such 3D model acquisition, a number of methods using range images have been proposed [6, 9, 11, 13].

A range image includes a partial shape of an object in terms of an individual 3D coordinate system that depends on the viewpoint of a range sensor. Therefore, to obtain the total shape of the object, the range image registration, i.e., the estimation of transformations between coordinate systems, is indispensable.

The standard approaches to the range image registration take two steps. First, correspondences of some extracted features or the coordinates themselves are established across range images. The transformation parameters, i.e., the position and the orientation of the viewpoint, are then estimated based on the established correspondences.

The range image registration involves difficulty in the following sense. A range image is given as a set of discretely measured points and different range images obtained from different viewpoints do not usually include the same measured points. That is, we have to establish correspondence between range images under the condition that true correspondences of points do not exist. In addition, some points of an object surface observed from one viewpoint are not observed from another viewpoint due to occlusion. This means that we have no way to know commonly observed points until the registration is successfully finished. However, we cannot proceed to the registration without establishing correspondences of commonly observed points across range images.

On the other hand, the iterative closest point (ICP) method was proposed by Besl et al. [1] within the context of the pose estimation of a range image using a 3D object model. The ICP method iterates two steps. The first step establishes point correspondences between a range image and a model based on a given transformation. That is, each point in the range image is transformed by the given transformation parameters to find the nearest point in the model as its correspondence. The second step estimates transformation parameters based on the established correspondences. In this step, the transformation parameters minimizing distances between the corresponding pairs of points are obtained.

The ICP method was extended to the range image registration. To avoid the problem that true correspondences do not exist in the range image registration, Zhang [17] eliminated false corresponding pairs of points by introducing a threshold for distances of corresponding pairs. Chen et al. [2] used only smooth surface parts and minimized the sum of distances between each point in one image and a tangent plane constructed from points in the other image. Subsequently proposed methods [3, 8, 16] are also extensions of the ICP method to improve the accuracy of the registration. Some [4, 10, 15] used normal vectors and/or curvatures at measured points in addition to their coordinates. Because such differential features are easy to be influenced by the measurement error, realizing the accurate registration using these values themselves is difficult. Instead of differential features themselves, Godin et al. [7] used only the signs of mean curvatures and Gaussian curvatures to reduce the computational cost in searching corresponding points. However, their method does not preserve local structures of object surfaces. This is because their method does not pay any attention to the local connectivity of points.

We propose a registration method that evaluates surface structures to preserve local shapes of an object. We employ local surfaces for establishing correspondences between range images, and then introduce two novel features to evaluate local surface structures. They are shape patterns of local surfaces and a skewness of correspondences. The first one is used to eliminate false correspondences. The second one is used to evaluate consistency of the correspondences in neighboring pixels. Evaluating these two features leads to the accurate and robust registration of range images.
2. Structural Features of Local Surface

Let us denote by \( x^i(u, v)(u = 1, \ldots, N; v = 1, \ldots, M; i = 1, 2) \) the coordinates of a point measured in the \((u, v)\)-th pixel of the \(i\)-th range image. Note that \( x^i(u, v) \) depends on the position and the orientation of the viewpoint where the \(i\)-th range image is obtained.

2.1. Shape patterns of local surfaces

Obtaining good feature correspondences between range images is crucial. Since true correspondences of measured points across range images do not exist, we employ local surfaces instead of points for establishing correspondences between range images. This is because the local connectivity of measured points of an object surface remains invariant under the change in position and orientation of a viewpoint\(^*\) (Fig. 1).

For each measured point \( x^i(u, v) \), we construct a local surface \( S^i(u, v) \) from points \( x^i(u \pm k, v \pm l) \) \((k = -1, 0, 1)\), all of which are measured in the eight neighboring pixels of \((u, v)\) in the range image. Then, we establish corresponding pairs of local surfaces.

In searching corresponding pairs of local surfaces, how to eliminate false correspondences is an important issue for the accurate registration. If a pair of local surfaces is not correctly corresponding, the shape of the surfaces, such as convex or concave, is not identical with each other. Therefore, we use shape information of surfaces to eliminate false correspondences.

To obtain shape information of local surface \( S^i(u, v) \), we first compute the mean curvature \( H^i(u, v) \) and the Gaussian curvature \( K^i(u, v) \) \([5]\). We then use only the sign of these curvatures to classify the shape of \( S^i(u, v) \) into six patterns, as shown in Table 1. This is because the signs of these curvatures are robustly computed, even though the curvatures themselves are not accurately computed due to measurement errors.

\(^*\)The case exists where measured points observed in the neighboring pixels are not neighbor on the object surface. In such a case, the measured points are on different surfaces with large difference of distances from the viewpoint due to a special position and orientation of the viewpoint. We do not care about such a special case. In fact, our method does not construct a local surface when the distance between measured points observed in the neighboring pixels is large.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( K &gt; 0 )</th>
<th>( K = 0 )</th>
<th>( K &lt; 0 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>convex</td>
<td>convex cylindrical</td>
<td>convex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>planar</td>
<td>saddle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
by correspondence vectors in the eight neighboring pixels. This value expresses the amount of displacements of the end points caused by that of the starting points. In other words, the skewness expresses rigidity of correspondences around the neighboring points because it becomes smaller when the correspondence vectors become more uniform.

If transformation parameters are correct, for example, the directions and the norms of correspondence vectors should be uniform around the neighboring points. Therefore, the transformation parameters that give uniform correspondence vectors around the neighboring points are preferred rather than those that give scattered correspondence vectors, as shown in Fig.3. Evaluating only the norms of corresponding vectors cannot discriminate (a) from (b). This leads to reduction in local minimums of the evaluating function.

3. Registration Using Local Features of Surface Structures

For the registration of two range images, we employ alternative iterations of two steps, as in the ICP method. One is establishing correspondences of local surfaces, and the other is estimating the transformation. The shape patterns and the skewness play important roles in our method. The shape patterns are used in the correspondence estimation. The skewness is used in the transformation estimation.

At the beginning of the registration, for each point \( x^i(u,v) \), the local surface \( S^i(u,v) \) is constructed and its shape pattern is classified (cf. Table 1). Because shape patterns remain invariant under the change in transformation, their classification is done only once at the beginning of the registration.

3.1. Finding corresponding pairs

For given transformation parameters \( T \), corresponding pairs of local surfaces are established based on the distance and consistency of shape patterns.

First, tentative corresponding pairs of the local surfaces are established based on the distance. To be concrete, for each transformed local surface in the first range image, we select the nearest local surface among all the local surfaces in the second range image. We then check shape patterns of all the tentative corresponding pairs, and eliminate the pairs whose shape patterns are not identical. As a result, we obtain only the corresponding pairs having the same local structures.

The distances between local surfaces. For the simplicity in the computation of the distance between local surfaces, we use the distance from a point in the first range image to the closest triangular patch constructed from the points in the second range image. For example, for a local surface \( S^1(u_1,v_1) \), its tentative corresponding local surface and the distance is computed as follows. We first select the triangular patch with the shortest distance from \( T(x^1(u_1,v_1)) \) among all the triangular patches in the second image. Let \( d_1 \) be the distance. We then select a representative point of this patch. Let \( x^2(u'_2,v'_2) \) be the point. We regard that \( S^2(u'_2,v'_2) \) is the local surface corresponding to \( S^1(u_1,v_1) \) and \( d_1 \) is the distance between the two surfaces.

3.2. Estimating transformation

For given corresponding pairs of local surfaces, we evaluate the distances and consistency of the correspondences to estimate transformation parameters \( T \).

The evaluation function \( J(T) \) is expressed by

\[
J(T) = (1 - \alpha) J_s + \alpha J_d, \tag{1}
\]

where \( J_s \) is the skewness term, \( J_d \) is the distance term, and \( \alpha \) is the weighting function between \( J_s \) and \( J_d \).

To reduce the influence of false correspondences not eliminated in the shape pattern check, we employ a function that is commonly used in M-estimator [12]. Namely, \( J_s \) and \( J_d \) are concretely expressed by

\[
J_s = \sum_{u_1,v_1} \rho_s[\epsilon(T(S^1(u_1,v_1)),S^2(u_2,v_2)),s_\gamma],
\]

\[
J_d = \sum_{u_1,v_1} \rho_d[\epsilon(T(S^1(u_1,v_1)),S^2(u_2,v_2)),d_\gamma],
\]

where \( s_\gamma \) and \( d_\gamma \) are thresholds for the skewness and the distance, and \( \rho[\epsilon, \gamma] = \frac{\epsilon^2}{\gamma^2} \). Note that the established corresponding pairs of local surfaces are \( S^1(u_1,v_1) \) and \( S^2(u_2,v_2) \).

The distance \( \epsilon(T(S^1(u_1,v_1)),S^2(u_2,v_2)) \) is computed as is in the step of finding corresponding pairs.

Weighing function between \( J_s \) and \( J_d \). We dynamically determine the weighing function \( \alpha \) using the coefficient of variation with respect to distances between corresponding surfaces. That is, we dynamically determine \( \alpha \) by

\[
\alpha = \frac{1}{2} \frac{m_k \sigma_k}{m_0 \sigma_0},
\]

where \( m_k \) and \( \sigma_k \) are the mean and the standard deviation of \( \epsilon(T(S^1(u_1,v_1)),S^2(u_2,v_2)) \) at the \( k \)-th iteration, respectively, and \( m_0 \) and \( \sigma_0 \) are those for the initial transformation parameters. This is based on the following observations.

At the beginning of the registration, corresponding pairs are not so close to each other. The distance term thus plays an important role. After several iterations, on the other hand, distances between corresponding pairs are expected to be short enough. Then, to preserve local surface structures, the skewness term becomes important.

This dynamic control of \( \alpha \) facilitates reduction in the number of iterations required for the registration.
4. Experimental Results

We generated two synthetic range images (Fig. 4(a)). The image size was 20 × 20, and the angle between two viewing directions was 20 degrees. To these two range images, we applied our registration method, the result of which is shown in Fig. 4(b).

We observe that our method realizes the successful registration of the two range images. The rate of corresponding pairs eliminated due to different shape patterns was 18%. This verifies the effectiveness of introducing shape patterns in establishing corresponding pairs.

To confirm the effectiveness of the skewness, we compared our method with the method without the skewness where α = 1 in the evaluation function. The results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. In the both methods, shape patterns were used to establish correspondences.

Figure 5 shows errors of the estimated translation vectors with respect to iterations. We see that our method converges with a small number of iterations. While the translation error of the method without the skewness is large even at the converged parameters, the translation error of our method is very small. This indicates that the method without the skewness was trapped by a local minimum.

Behaviors of $\mathcal{J}$ around the true transformation, on the other hand, are shown in Fig. 6 in the forms of level curves. Though the transformation has 6 parameters, Fig. 6 shows the values of $\mathcal{J}$ only with respect to the displacement of $x$ and $y$ coordinates. (a) is for the proposed method, and (b) is for the evaluation function with only the distance term. We observe that local minimums are reduced in the evaluation function of (a) in comparison with that of (b). In particular, we see that a local minimum of (b) along the $x$ axis, marked by a circle, was removed in (a).

We also applied our registration method to real range images. We employed the PS-3300C from LDI as the range sensor and obtained two range images of a doll (Fig. 7) from two different viewpoints. The number of points in each range image used in this experiment was about 170. We then applied our method to these two images. The results are shown in Fig. 8 from two different viewpoints selected just for this presentation to show how points in the images are distributed in 3D. The points in the first and the second range images are expressed in red and blue, respectively. We see that our method is also valid for real range images. The rate of corresponding pairs eliminated due to different shape patterns was 24% in this case.

Figure 9 shows the values of $\mathcal{J}$ with respect to iterations for the registration of the real range images. We see that our method converges with only about 10 iterations. This fast convergence is realized because of our dynamic control of weighting function $\alpha$. 
Figure 7. The doll used in the experiment.

Figure 8. The registered result using real range images.

5. Conclusion

We proposed a registration method of two range images that incorporates local connectivities and consistency of correspondences. We employed local surfaces for establishing correspondences between range images. To preserve local shapes of object surfaces, we introduced two local features: shape patterns and the skewness of correspondences. The shape patterns, extracted from measured points in neighboring pixels in each image, were used to eliminate false correspondences. The skewness of correspondences was used to evaluate consistency of the corresponding pairs in the neighboring pixels. With these two novel features, the accurate and robust registration of range images was realized. Our experimental results showed the effectiveness of our method.
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